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We introduce in this paper a moduli space parametrizing exten- 
sions of holomorphic bundles on Kahler manifolds. A notion of 
stability for extensions is given generalizing the definition for bun- 
dles, and an existence theorem for special metrics on stable exten- 
sions giving solutions to an extended Hermitian-Einstein equation 
is proven. We describe the construction of the moduli space of so- 
lutions to these equations via gauge theory techniques and, in the 
case of algebraic manifolds, we alternatively construct the moduli 
via geometric invariant theory. 

0. Introduction. 

In this paper we introduce a moduli space parametrizing extensions of 
holomorphic bundles on Kahler manifolds. The equations describing the 
moduli space are closely related to the harmonic map equations from Kahler 
manifolds to Grassmannians and flag varieties and were studied, in the case 
of Riemann surfaces, by the second author in connection with harmonic 
maps into Lie groups and coadjoint orbits (cf. [Ul-2], [Hi] for further details). 

D"        D" 
For holomorphic bundles E1 

1, JE^ 
2 on a Kahler manifold X and a har- 

monic (0,1) form <p with values in Hom(I?25£i) we form the equations (see 
§1.1 for details) 

(0.1) 
V^IA [Fjy, H2 -cp* A ip 

for hermitian metrics Hi, H2 on Ei,E2.  In the above, TI, T2 are real pa- 
rameters. The purpose of this paper is to describe the space of equivalence 
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classes of solutions to (0.1). By using </? as a second fundamental form for 
the split holomorphic structure on E = Ei © E2 we obtain a holomorphic 
structure D" - \iHi,H2 satisfy (0.1), then the induced hermitian metric H 
on E satisfies 

/n9x /  V-IAFD^H        =TiirH + T2(I-7rH) 
(U^ \ (I - icH)D"nH   = 0 . 

Here, TTH is the projection onto Ei with respect to the metric H. 
In §1 we prove that (0.1) and (0.2) are equivalent (see Proposition 1.5). 

The advantage of (0.2) is that it can interpreted as a moment map for the 
action of the full group of gauge transformations of E. In order to achieve 
a direct moment map interpretation for (0.1) it is necessary to restrict to 
a subgroup of the gauge group. This causes difficulty in the application of 
the infinite dimensional version of the Kempf-Ness theorem due to a lack of 
convexity. These problems are circumvented by reformulating the equations 
as (0.2). 

In §2 we describe the stability condition for holomorphic "extension" 
pairs (Ei,E) which is associated to solutions of (0.2). We formulate the 
stability for a torsion-free sheaf E and a subsheaf Ei. Equivalently, we de- 
scribe the stability for quotients E -> F -> 0 (see Proposition 2.8). An 
important point is that for algebraic manifolds we have two notions of sta- 
bility: Mumford-Takemoto or slope stability, and Gieseker stability. Both 
depend on a choice of real parameter r which is linearly related to the TI 

and T2 parameters appearing in (0.2) (see (1.8) and (1.9)). It is interesting 
that Mumford and Gieseker stability are different notions, even in the case 
of Riemann surfaces. 

In §3 we prove the Hitchin-Kobayashi correspondence between Mumford 
stable extension pairs (Ei^E) and solutions to the equations (0.2) (see The- 
orem 3.1). Our proof is a combination of the arguments of Simpson [SI] 
and standard properties of the Grassmannian. One interesting aspect is the 
particular choice of Sobolev spaces which describe the "weak-subbundles" 
of [UY]. This permits a proof of the correspondence theorem for arbitrary 
saturated subsheaves Ei rather than for only smooth subbundles. 

In §4 we give a gauge-theoretic construction of the moduli space of ex- 
tension pairs. We prove that generically it has the structure of a Kahler 
manifold (see Theorem 4.1). In §5 the moduli space is constructed via geo- 
metric invariant theory (or "GIT") for the case where X is algebraic. From 
the point of view of algebraic geometry, it is more natural to work with 
quotient pairs. We prove that the moduli space of Gieseker stable quotients 
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E -> F -> 0 where E is torsion-free is a quasi-projective variety with a com- 
pactification given by adding in equivalence classes of Gieseker semistable 
quotients. The method closely follows that of Simpson [S2]. 

To conclude this introduction we would like to mention some questions 
related to our construction. One problem is to describe an analytic com- 
pactification of the moduli space of extension pairs in the case of complex 
dimension 1 and 2. Unfortunately, there is no natural candidate. One pos- 
sibility is to relate such a compactification to the algebraic one in §5 in a 
manner similar to [Li] and [BDW]. 

A second problem is to study the behavior of the moduli spaces with re- 
spect to the parameter r. The picture should be similar to that found in [Th]; 
however, there is an extra complication coming from the non-compactness of 
the moduli spaces in the cp direction. One motivation for this is the following: 
For certain values of r the moduli spaces correspond to compactifications of 
the space of holomorphic maps from X to a Grassmannian, at least when X 
is simply connected. A concrete description of these birational equivalences 
may yield specific cohomological information about the space of holomor- 
phic maps. Another application may be towards understanding the existence 
and structure of harmonic maps to Grassmannians (cf. [Ul-2], [Hi]). This 
follows from the observation that the equations (0.1) make sense and are 
elliptic on Riemannian (possibly non-complex) four manifolds. These issues 
will be treated elsewhere. 

After this paper was completed, we became aware of the article [T] where 
equations (1.1) are written for the case TI = T2 = /i, and we received the 
preprint [BrGP] where Theorem 3.1 is similarly proved. 

Acknowledgment. We would like to thank T. Pantev for many useful 
discussions during the preparation of this manuscript. 

1. Formulation of the Equations. 

1.1. Extended Hermitian-Einstein equations. 

Throughout the paper X will be a compact Kahler manifold of complex 
dimension n with Kahler form u. Let Ei and E2 be smooth, hermitian 
vector bundles on X of ranks i?i,i?2, and cj-degree di,d2<> respectively. We 
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recall that the a;-degree of a complex vector bundle E is defined by 

deg#= f c1(E)Aujn-1 . 
Jx 

We also fix background hermitian metrics Ki,K2 on the bundles Ei,E2. 
Given holomorphic structures D'^D'^ on Ei,E21 and 

ipe^l{1Rom{E2,E1)), 

consider the equations 

(i.i) 
vZ-TA fejiMTi - V A V*\ = nil 

V^A (FDn%H2 -<p* A<p) = T2I2 

k A'V = 0 , 

for hermitian metrics Hi,H2 on Ei,E2, and real parameters Ti,r2. In the 
above, FDnHi denotes the curvature of the unique hermitian connection 
compatible with D" and Hi; li denotes the identity endomorphism of E^ 
A contraction with a;, * the adjoint with respect to the metrics Hi (i.e. 
(y>*0, w)^ = (u» VU^Hx), and A" the Laplacian on (0,1) forms with values in 
Horn{E2, £?i). Notice that that * defines a complex anti-linear isomorphism: 

ft^HomCEkjEi))    —> O^^Hom^i,^)) 
ip —>tp*. 

Hence, (p A ip* and ip* A(p are forms of type (1,1). 
Here is the motivation for equations (1.1) : By using ip as the second 

fundamental form, we get a hermitain metric and hermitian connection on 
E = Ei © E2 from 

r0   <p 
(1.2) ~      --^^  ,   y0   0 

^     =Hl®H2. 

D"   =D'{®D'i + 

If Z?'7 is Hermitian-Einstein, i.e. if 

(1.3) y/^lAFjyi^H = fll , 

with /^ constant, then the first two equations in (1.1) are satisfied for TI = 

^2 = ^- 

In this paper, we shall be mostly interested in the reformulation of (1.1) 
in terms of the connection on E.   Perturbing the parameters TI and T2 
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away from fi perturbs the Hermitian-Einstein equation (1.3). The result 
is expressed in terms of projections. Thus, let TTH : E -> E denote the 
projection operator with respect to the metric H onto Ei. Thus, 7r# = 
TT^J = TT^, and TTniE) = Ei. Now consider the equations 

(L4) \ *Jiir*H      = 0 . 

where njj = 1 — TTH- 

Proposition 1.5. Equations (1.1) and (1.4) we equivalent; i.e. 

(DlD^H^H^cp) 

satisfies (1.1) if and only if (D", H, TTH) satisfies (1.4)- 

Proof. Let Di denote the hermitian connections associated to the D" and 
H^ and let D = Di © D2. According to (1.2), 

(1.6) FD„,H = ft + fl(4,   l) + [(_l,   S),(^.   I) 

rD^\      0 -<p*A<pJ^\Dt®D2(<p) 0 ,/ - 

The harmonicity of cp implies the vanishing of the last term; hence, 

(1.7) V=iAFD„,H = 

= (V
::lA(FD,,tHl-<pMp*) 0 \ 

V 0 V:::iMFDi.iH2-ip*A<p)j • 

It follows that y/—iKFDii H = TITTH + T2^H- By construction, we also have 
njjD,f(7rH) = 0. Therefore, (£>",#, TT/J) satisfy (1.4). 

Conversely, assume (D'^H^TTH) satisfy (1.4). Then we set Ei = TrniE), 
E2 = 7rjj(E). Let jD^D^-ffi,^ denote the induced holomorphic and 
hermitian structures from D",H, and let <p E fi0'1(Hom(jE,2,£?i)) denote 
the second fundamental form. Prom (1.6) and (1.7) we see that the equa- 
tion y/—lKFDiiH = TITTH + ^2^H implies the first two equations in (1.1), 
as well as D^ ® I>i(<p) = 0. The latter implies (0%)* ® D'{((p) = 0 and 
(D2)* ® D'litp) = 0, which are equivalent to the harmonicity of cp. Hence, 
(£>'/, D%, Hu H2, <p) satisfies (1.1). D 

We note the following relation between the parameters ri and T2: 
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Lemma 1.8. Suppose equation (1-4) has a solution.   Then under the nor- 
malization Vol(X) = 27r/(n - 1)!, riRi + T2(R — Ri) = di + ^2- 

Proof. Take the trace of the first equation in (1.4) and integrate. □ 

Notation 1.9. Set R = Ri + i?2, d = di + rf2, M = d/R, and r = (—/i + 
r2)i2/i2i. 

With the conventions above and in view of Lemma 1.8, equations (1.4) 
can be rewritten as 

[   7rHlJ  TTH = 0 . 

T7r# 

Notice that when r = 0, the first of these equations is just (1.3). Henceforth, 
we shall omit the notation H when the metric is understood. 

1.2. Review of Kempf-Ness for Grassmannians. 

Given integers R > Ri > 0, let 

i:G(RuR)^Flf\CR ) ~ P^i)"1 =P 

denote the Pliicker embedding of the Grassmannian of JRI dimensional 
subspaces of C^ into projective space (cf. [GH],p. 193). This endows 
G(i?i,i?) with the structure of a Kahler manifold. The image of the 
Grassmannian is invariant with respect to the action of SL(R) on P. Let 
p : 5L(i?) -» PGL((x)) denote the induced representation. 

Let 7 be the pullback of the anti-tautological line bundle on projective 
space via the Pliicker embedding. The action of SL(R) via p lifts to 7, and 
we may assume that 7 has an invariant hermitian metric and connection. 
Since everything is pulled back from P, the curvature of 7 is the Kahler form 
on G(i?i,i?). It follows that the unique Ad-equivariant moment map p, for 
the action of SU(R) on G(Ri, R) is given by the composition 

G(RUR)    -i-> P 

M M 

where p, is the moment map for the action of PGL((Ri)) on P. 
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Lemma 1.11. Given V G G(Ri,R), let 7ry : CR -> CR denote the projec- 
tion onto V, i.e. 7rv(C*) = V,-K

V
 = (7ry)* = (7rv)2.  Then for £ E su(E), 

/x(iO(0 = -V=Ttr(»v-0. 

Proof. Fix an orthonormal basis ei,... , e^ for C^. Since 7r9V = g7rvg~l for 
g G SU(R), the map 

G(Jli, i?) —> fiu(JR) : F h-> V^TTT^ 

is Ad-equivariant. Then since SU(R) acts transitively on G(i2i,jR), it suf- 
fices to check the result when V = span{ei,... , e^}. Let 

1= {(n,... jinj :ij e {1,... ,i2},ii < ••• <iR1} 

Then {t^/ = e^ A • • • A eiR : / E X} forms a basis for /\ 1 C^. With respect 
to this basis, 

Ri 

z=i   ^ 

for £ij the matrix entries of £ E 5u(i?) with respect to {ej}, and where the 
second sum is over all permutations a. The moment map for the action 
on projective space may be found in [Ki]: Up to a normalization of the 
Pubini-Study metric, we have 

IKII2 u 
where the tilde denotes any lift from the projective space to /\ 1 CR. For 
our choice of V we may take 

(.7), = J1   ^ = Jo = {i,...,«!}; 
1 0    otherwise. 

Hence, 

Ri 

MtVKdnte)) = -V^dp^Oioio = -V^iY,^ = -^tT(*v'0 ■!=> 

Let || • ||7 denote the hermitian metric on 7.   Given g E SL(R) and 
F eG(RuR), let 

^l*j9) := 10K —-—L , 
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where V is any non-zero lift of V to the fiber of 7 over V. By the Kempf-Ness 
theorem, if s G y/^-lsuffi), and gt = ets

: then 

(1.12) £ 
^     - -47r/*(0tV)(~/=Ta) = 47r tr(7r(9tV) - a) 
^    > 0 . 

(See [KN]; also, regarding the normalizations in the first equation of (1.12), 
we refer to [GS,  5.5]). The next result will be used in §3: 

Lemma 1.13.  With   the  notation   as  in  Lemma   1.11,   and for s    6 

v{V,es)>^ir{sT:v). 

Proof. Set \{t) = v{V,ets) + 47r(l -t)txsTteUv. By (1.11) and (1.12), 

A'(t)   = 47r tr S7re'3v - 4n tr siretsv + 47r(l - t) tr s|7retav 

= (l-t)gf>Ol        0<t<l. 

Thus, i/(V; es) = A(l) > A(0) = 47rtr(57rv). D 

We end this subsection with the following: 

Lemma 1.14. Let 7rj£ denote the projection operator onto V with respect 
to the metric K, and let s € y/^\svL{S). Then e~s7rj£yes = T^2SK- 

Proof. Both e~s'K^ves and TT^S^- project CB onto V and are idempotent; 
hence it suffices to check that 

Indeed, 

= e-2s {e^iye-*) e2s 

e   "TT iC 

D 

1.3. Moment map interpretation. 

Using Lemma 1.11, we reinterpret equations (1.10) in the setting of infi- 
nite dimensional sympectic geometry. Let E be a vector of rank R = R1+R2 
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with a fixed background hermitian metric K, P the frame bundle associated 
to E, and G(Ri, R) the Grassmannian as in the previous section. Let 

G(RuE) = P xu{R)G(RuR) 

be the Grassmann bundle associated to P, and let O0(G(i2i ? E)) be the space 
of global smooth sections. It is well-known (cf. [DU]) that fi0(G(J?i, E)) is 
a smooth manifold with tangent space T^QP(G(Ri^ E)) = fi0(Hom(7r, TT-

1
-)). 

Furthermore, the inclusion fi0(Hom(7r,7r-L)) in fi0(EndJS) with the L2- 
metric endows Q,0(G(Ri,E)) with the structure of a Kahler manifold. Let 
CJQ denote its Kahler form. Clearly, for £,77 E fi0(G(.Ri,i?)), 

The real gauge group 0 of E acts on G(Ri, E) preserving the symplectic 
form. According to Lemma 1.11, an associated Ad-equivariant moment map 
/in is given by 

(1.15) /ifi(7r) ■ f = -y/=l [ trKK • 
Jx 

Next, recall that the space A of hermitian connections (or equivalently, 8- 
operators) on E is an affine space modelled on 01(ad£?). The identification 
Q1(adJB) 2^ fi0'1(EndjB) endows A with the structure of a Kahler manifold. 
The symplectic form is given by (cf. [Ko], VII, §6) 

UM(«,/?)    =2^T«a,j8>La-<i9,a)La) 

= § /^traA/JAw"-1 ,        a,/? € ft1 (ad.E) , 

and a moment map for the action of 0 on A is given by 

(1.16) l*A(D)-Z = ± /tr(Ai^£K. 

Now consider the product ^4 x O0(G(i?i,JS)) with Kahler form 

(1.17) UJT = 2CJA + n!rci;n . 

It follows from (1.15) and (1.16) that 

Proposition 1.18. The moment map for the action of © on A x 
fi0(G(jRi, J5)) wztf/i respect to UJT is given by 

(1.19) MA7rK= / tr{(AFD-7y^l7r)£}<x/\ 
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Definition 1.20. Let H C A x fi0(G(i?i,£7)) denote the subspace consist- 
ing of pairs (D, TT) such that (D")2 = 0 and TT^D'^TT) = 0. 

In general, H will have singularities, a situation which will be analyzed in 
§4. For the purpose of this section, we state the following evident 

Proposition 1.21. Let a = —\/^1{TRIIR + /i)L   Then the solutions to 
(1.10) correspond to /i^1(a) HH. 

2. Stable Extensions. 

2.1. Mumford and Gieseker stability. 

Definition 2.1. An extension pair (Ei,E) consists of a coherent analytic 
sheaf E and a subsheaf Ei. A subpair (E'^E1) of (Ei,E) is an extension 
pair such that E' is a subsheaf of £?, and E^ is the subsheaf of E1 induced 
from Ei. A subpair is proper if E' is neither zero nor E. A pair is called 
torsion-free (resp. locally-free ) if E is a torsion-free (resp. locally-free) 
sheaf. It is called saturated if the subsheaf Ei is saturated, i.e. the quotient 
sheaf E/Ei is torsion-free, and it is called smooth if E is locally-free and Ei 
is a subbundle. 

Recall that given a coherent analytic sheaf F, we can define the LJ- 

degree as for bundles. In case rkF ^ 0, we also define the a;-slope /i(.F) = 
deg(F)/rk(F). 

Definition 2.2. Let (Ei,E) be an extension pair with rkE ^ 0 and r G M. 
We define 

A torsion-free extension pair (Ei,E) is called r-slope stable (resp. r-slope 
semistable) if for any proper subpair (E'^E') of (Ei,E) we have 

fiiEf^KfiiEuE)        (resp. <) . 

A pair is called r-slope poly stable if we have a holomorphic splitting 

m 

{El,E)=Q){E?\EW), 
k=l 

where (E[k\E^) is r-slope stable for k = 1,... , m. 
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Prom the point of view of algebraic geometry, it is more natural to con- 
sider the dual situation. Thus 

Definition 2.3. A quotient pair q : E —> F —> 0 consists of a coherent sheaf 
E and a quotient F. A subquotient q : E' —> F1 is a subsheaf E' and its 
image F' C F by q. A subquotient is proper if E' is neither zero nor E. We 
shall call a quotient torsion-free if E is a torsion-free sheaf. 

For a quotient q : E —> F —> 0, where ikE ^ 0, we define the r-slope: 

rkF 
tf(E,F)=rtE)-T 

ikE 

Definition 2.4. We say a torsion-free quotient q : E —> F -> 0 is r-slope 
semistable (resp. r-slope stable) if for all proper subsheaves 0 ^ E' C E 
with image F' C F under g, we have 

^(E',F')<f,?(E,F)        (resp.   <) 

The following is clear from the definitions: 

Proposition 2.5. Ifq:E—> F -± 0 is a r-(semi)stable quotient pair, then 
(Ei,E), where Ei = kerq is a r-(semi)stable extension pair. Conversely, 
if (Ei,E) is a r-(semi)stable extension pair, then q : E —> F —> 0, where 
F = E/Ei and q is the projection, is a r-(semi)stable quotient pair. 

We also introduce the notion of Gieseker stability in case the Kahler manifold 
X is actually projective. This is a refinement of slope semistability, even in 
the case of Riemann surfaces. So suppose X is now a projective algebraic 
manifold with an ample line bundle A. We shall assume the Kahler form uo 
represents ci(A). Recall that the Hilbert polynomial of a coherent sheaf E 
on X with respect to the ample line bundle A is given by x(^ ® Ak), which 
is h0(E® Ak) for k large. When vkE ^ 0, we shall often use the normalized 
polynomial p(E, k) = x(E ® Ak)/ rkE. 

Definition 2.6. Let q : E —> F -> 0 be a, torsion-free quotient pair. If 
rkF = 0, then we shall call the pair r-Gieseker semistable (resp. stable) if 
E is Gieseker semistable (resp. stable) in the usual sense. If rkF ^ 0, then 
the pair is r-Gieseker semistable (resp. stable) if for all proper subsheaves 
E' C E the following conditions hold: 
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(ii) If i${E',F') = n?{E,F), thenpiE'.k) <p{E:k) for k » 0; 

(iii) If t${E',F')  = /i?(^,F), and p{E',k)  = p(E,k) for all k, then 
piF^k) >p{F,k) (resp. >) for k » 0. 

The following is straightforward: 

Lemma 2.7. In Definitions 2.2, 2.4, and 2.6, it suffices to consider only 
those Ef with torsion-free quotients E/E1. 

We also note that as in the case of semistability for sheaves, we have 

r-slope stable =^ r-Gieseker stable => 

r-Gieseker semistable => r-slope semistable  . 

To make contact with the existence of special metrics, we would like to 
associate to an arbitrary quotient pair E —> F —> 0, where E is locally- 
free, a locally free, saturated extension pair (Ei,E). However, we shall see 
that the stability condition alone may not ensure that F be torsion-free. 
Nevertheless, we do have the following: 

Proposition 2.8. Suppose E -> F —> 0 is a torsion-free quotient pair, 
and let T denote the torsion subsheaf of F. Then E -> F —)> 0 is r- 
Gieseker semistable (resp. stable) if and only if the quotient E —>> F/T —> 
0 is r-Gieseker semistable (resp. stable). The same is true for slope 
(semi) stability. 

Proof. Consider conditions (i) and (ii) in Definition 2.6. These hold for 
E -^ F -> 0 if and only if they hold for E ->► F/T -^ 0, since only the ranks 
of F and F/T are involved, and they are equal. This proves the last remark. 
For the other conditions, we need the following 

Lemma 2.9. Suppose E —> F —> 0 is a quotient for which conditions (i) 
and (ii) of Definition 2.6 hold, and suppose that E' C E is a proper subsheaf 
giving equality in (ii). Then the torsion T of F is contained in the image 
F1 ofE'. 

Proof. Let T(JP/F/) denote the torsion subsheaf of F/F1. Let F' C F be the 
kernel of 

F —> (F/Ff)/T{F/Ff) —>► 0 , 
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and let E" C E be the kernel of E -> F/F, -> (X Then E' C E": and the 
quotient E" jE' is isomorphic to the torsion sheaf F'/F'. But by assumption, 
we must have p(E", n) = p(E, n) for all n, so the Hilbert polynomial of Fr/F 
is zero. Hence, F' = F', and T(F/Ff) = 0. This proves the claim. □ 

Continuing with the proof of Proposition 2.8, by the previous remark we 
may assume E —> F -» 0 is as in Lemma 2.9. If E' C E is a subsheaf 
for which equality holds in Definition 2.6 (i) and (ii), then by the lemma, 
p(F, k) < p{F', k) (resp. <) for large k if and only iip{F/T, k) < p{F'/T, k) 
(resp. <) for large k. This completes the proof. □ 

2.2. Simplicity. 

A homomorphism of quotient pairs q : E —> F -> 0 and </ : E' —> Fr -> 0 
is a pair of sheaf homomorphisms (j) : E -> E, and ip : F -» Ff making the 
following diagram commute: 

E    -^    F    —±   0 

1*    ,      1* 
E1   J-^   F1   —►   0 

We say q is isomorphic to q' if both 0 and ij) are isomorphisms. Clearly, the 
condition on a homomorphism (/): E -± Ef to give rise to a quotient homo- 
morphism is 0(kerg) C keiq'. Notice that ip is then completely determined 
by 0. 

Similarly, for extension pairs (Ei,E) and (E^^E'), a homomorphism of 
pairs is a homomorphism 0 : E —> E1 satisfying </>(i£i) C E^. 

Definition 2.10. An extension pair (Ei,E) or a quotient pair E -> F —> 0 
is called simple if the only endomorphisms are scalar multiples of the identity. 

Proposition 2.11. For any r > 0, any r-Gieseker stable quotient pair is 
simple. 

Proof. Let q : E —> F ->► 0 be r-Gieseker stable suppose that (/) : E —>> E is 
an endomorphism with 0(ker g) C ker q. As in the case of semistable sheaves 
(cf. [Nw]) we may assume without loss of generality that E' = keicf) is a 
proper subsheaf of E. If E" denotes the image of 0, we have the induced 
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sequence: 
E' 

F' 

0 

E 

F 

0 

E" 

pn 

I 

&E,F) =Ae(£',F')|f+rf(B»,F")|f ■ 

For k large, we also have 

rk E' rk E" 
p(E,k)   =p(E',k)V-^+P(E",k)T-^. 

rk F' rk F,, 

p(F,k)    =p(F',k)^F+p(F",k)I-^F. 

But stability contradicts at least one of the three equalities above. 

By Proposition 2.5, or a similar direct argument, we also have 

Proposition 2.12.  Every r-slope stable extension pair is simple. 

□ 

2.3. Jordan-Holder flltrations. 

For the purpose of constructing a Hausdorff moduli space, we shall have 
to deal with Seshadri equivalence. 

Proposition 2.13. Let E -> F -> 0 be a r-Gieseker semistable torsion-free 
quotient pair.  Then there is a filtration 

0   =   So    C   Ei    C   £2    C 

0   =    FQ    C    Fi    C    F2    C 

0 0 

C   Ei =   E 

1 1 
C   Fi =   F 

I I 
0 0 

such that Ei-i is saturated in Ei, and the induced quotients 

Ei/Ei-i —> Fi/Fi-i —> 0 
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are r-Gieseker stable. Moreover, the sum of quotients 

gr{E,F) = (Si,Fi) 0 • • • © (Ei/E^uFi/Fi-i) 0 • • • © {E/Et^F/F^) 

is unique up to isomorphism. 

Proof. By induction on the rank of E. Suppose E —► F ->• 0 is as in the 
statement of the proposition. By definition, there exists a saturated E' C E 
and induced quotient E' —> F' —> 0 such that 

(i) ^(E'^)=^(E,F)i 

(ii) p{Ef,k)=p(E,k) for all A;; 

(iii) p(Ff, k) = p(F, k) for all &, and £7' is maximal with respect to all such 
subsheaves of E. 

Clearly, E' -> F' ->► 0 is itself r-semistable. Consider JE?
,/
 -> F" ->• 0, where 

E" = E/E' and F" = F/F'. Then a simple computation shows (i), (ii), 
and (iii) above hold with E' and F' replaced by E" and F". By induction, 
we need only show that E" —> F" -> 0 is r-Gieseker semistable. Suppose 
to the contrary. Thus, let E C E" be a proper subsheaf with torsion-free 
quotient, and let E -> F —> 0 be the induced quotient pair. We first assume 
IJL?(E,F) > i$(E",F") = ii?(E,F). Let & be the preimage of E, i.e. the 
kernel of the induced map E -> E"/E -> 0. Then 

$ {E"/E, F"/F) < $ (E", F') = rf (E, F) . 

But then 

=» lfi(E,F)      <^(E',Ff), 

contradicting semistability. The other conditions in the definition of r- 
Gieseker semistability are easy to check. □ 

3. The Hitchin-Kobayashi Correspondence. 

The main goal of this section is to prove the correspondence between 
locally-free, saturated r-stable extension pairs (Ei,E) and solutions to equa- 
tions (1.10). To fix notation, let p > 2n, n = dim<c X and let Met^ denote 
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the space of hermitian metrics on E of class L1^. Given x a smooth hermi- 
tian metric on /\ E = det E, we let Met^ix) denote the space of hermitian 
metrics in Mei^ of determinant x- We now formulate our main theorem: 

Theorem 3.1. Suppose that (Ei,E) is a locally-free, saturated, r-stable ex- 
tension pair with respect to the holomorphic structure D" on E. Then there 
is a unique hermitian metric H G Met^ such that equations (1.10) are sat- 
isfied. Conversely, if (D,fjH, TTH) is a solution to equations (1.10), then 
(Ei = 7rH(E),E) is a r-polystable pair. 

3.1. Necessary conditions. 

We begin with the easy direction: 

Proposition 3.2. (Necessary conditions) Suppose that (D'^H^TTH) is a so- 
lution to equations (1.10) with H G Met1^. Then (Ei = 7rtf(i?),i?) is a 
polystable pair. 

Proof. Let (E'^E1) be a subpair of (Ei,E). Let 7rfff denote the weak pro- 
jection corresponding to Er (and H). We may assume that TT^ defines a 
subbundle of E outside a set E of complex codimension > 2. Let 

0 = (_^ #± 

denote a local frame in X\S of the hermitian connection on E corresponding 
to (D",H). In the above notation, i?' is the connection form on E' and tf1 

that on {E')1. By the assumption that (D",H,nH) satisfies (1.10) we have 

-1AF'+ ^/=lA(A A A*) * 
* V=1AF± + ^/=IA(A* A A) 

hence, 

ITT'JJAFTV'JJ = V^IAF' + V-LAiA A A*) 

(R — Ri   \   .        ,      (       R\   \   ,    i   i 
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I(7r^)±AJP(7r^)-L = V^lAF-i- + A/^TA(A* A A) 

Since AF € Z^ and 7i# 6 L00, we may integrate the first equation over X 
(recall the normalization Vol(X) = 2n/(n — 1)!) to obtain 

degtf' + cA=U —TT^ Tk^'H n **) 

+ U+ ^T) (rk^H - M^H n*H)) , 

where 

0 < CA = ^^ / tr A(A A A*)a;n . 
27rn Jx 

By setting i?' = rkE', iJ^ = rkE^, we obtain 

degi?' < (/, - ^^r) J?i + (M + §T) (i?' - #0 , 

which is equivalent to ^{E'^E') < IJL^(EI^E). If we have equality, then 
CA = 0. Hence, A = 0, and by an argument as in [Br, 2.6], E' is locally-free 
and there is a splitting E = E' 0 JB-

1
. But then the equations (1.10) also 

split, so by induction on the rank, (Ei,E) is polystable. □ 

Before going on to prove the converse statement, it will be useful to 
reformulate our equations after we fix the determinant of E. More precisely, 
given A an endomorphism of JS, let 

A 1 A = A-—tiA, 
R 

denote its traceless part. Moreover, observe that the second equation in 
(1.10) is invariant under changes H H-> Hh, where h is a central gauge 
transformation. Therefore, by standard Hodge theory, it suffices to solve 
only for the traceless part of the first equation. With this understood, we 
state 

Proposition 3.3. (Sufficient Conditions) Suppose that (Ei,E) is a locally- 
free, saturated, r-stable extension pair with respect to the holomorphic struc- 
ture D" on E. Let K be a hermitian metric on E of determinant x-  Then 
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there is a unique H E Met^ix) such that 

{ 
^FD»,H - V^TTTH + V^^rl = 0 
vifD"KH = o, 

where TTH is the projection operator onto Ei corresponding to H. 

The proof of Proposition 3.3 will occupy the next two subsections. 

3.2. The modified Donaldson Lagrangian. 

Let Ei^E be as before, and let &(Ri,E) be the associated Grassmann 
bundle on X as in §1.3. Over G(i?i, E) there is the relative anti-tautological 
line bundle 7 —> G(Ri^E). A hermitian metric on E endows 7 with a 
hermitian metric as well. 

Definition 3.4. Given (E,K), a hermitian bundle as above, let 

S = S(K) = {sG EndE : s = s*K} , 

and 
S = S(K) = {s e S : trs(x) = 0 for all x E X} . 

Definition 3.5. Let H G Met^ix)- Let s E L^S) be the unique gauge 
transformation such that H = Kes. Let / : X —> G(Ri,E) be the section 
corresponding to the weak subbundle Ei, and let 

,„„„.,-«, .^BJJgl 
be the relative version of v defined in §1.2. Set 

N(K7H) = / vx(f(x),eaW2)dVol(x) . 
Jx 

Lemma 3.6. N(K,H) converges. 

Proof. By Lemma 1.12, isx(f{x),es(<xV2) > 27rtr(s(rz;) • TT^)). Since both 
s(x),irf(x) E L00, ^(/(a;),es^/2) is bounded from below by and L00 func- 
tion. On the other hand, if p, 1 are as in §1.2, 

lle.w/VMII^        IK^).7MIP(.) 
log s^r—  = log    n  < C(s{x)) , 

\\m\\l \\tf(x)\ 2 
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where C depends continuously on s{x). Since s G L1^ C L00, vx(f(x), e8^'2) 
is bounded above by an L00 function as well, and the lemma follows. 

Let MD{K,H) be the usual Donaldson functional (cf. [Do] or [SI]). Set 

Mr{K,H) = MD{K,H) + -N{K,H) . 
TT 

Then MT (if, if) is our modified Donaldson Lagrangian. The following lists 
the important properties of Mr: 

Proposition 3.7. Set 

=  A P T^I,  TT —- \/ — Yr'n-TT 4- A/—1 

 ^     D 

mT(H) = AFjy^B - SZ-LTITH + V-L-^-TI 

Then the following hold: 

(i) ^Mr(K,Kets) = 2>/=T / tv(SmT(Kets)) ; 

(ii) For r > 0, ^MT(K,Kets) > 0 ; 

(iii) // (Ei,E) is simple, then —^MT(K,Kets) = 0 if and only is s — 0; 

(iv) MT(K,H) + MT(H, J) = MT{K, J) . 

Proof, (i) We have 

&MT(K, Kets)   = | {MD{K, Kets) + T- Jx Vx(f{x), e^^/^dVol^)} 
= 2 V—1 Jx ^r skFKets + 2T /X tr 57r^es 

-2A/^Tjrxtr5mT(iCe5) . 

The second equality follows from [SI, proof of 5.2.1], (1.12), and Lemma 
1.14. The third equality follows because 5 is traceless. (ii) Immediate from 
[SI, proof of 5.2.1] and (1.12). (iii) Assume the equality. By (i), (ii), 
Proposition 1.18, and the fact that s is traceless, we obtain ^/ir (D", TT) • s = 
0. Note that /ir given in (1.19) is still the moment map for the action of L^fl) 
on L\{A) x L\{G(Ri,E)). Then by general arguments concerning moment 
maps (cf. [Ki, 3.7]), (D'^TTK) is fixed by the one-parameter subgroup ets. 
Since (£>",7rK) is simple, this implies s = 0. (iv) Let H = Kes\ J = He82, 
where si € Z/^S^if)), s2 6 L2(S(H)). It suffices to show that pointwise: 

\\eSl{x)/2V\\2y{K)    \\eS2(x)/2V\\2{H) _ \\eSl{x)+S2(x)/2V\\2{K) 

?(*) m2
{H) \\V\\>{K) 
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But 

\\eS2{x)l2V\\2l{H) = {es^l2V,es^es^l2V)l{K) = \\es^+s*W2V\\2iK) , 

and similarly, 11711^ = \\etsl{x)/2V\\2iKy By taking the logarithm and 
integrating over X, we have N(K,H) + N(H,J) = N(K,J). The rest 
follows as in [Do,  Proposition 6]. □ 

3.3. Proof of the theorem. 

Given B > 0, we set 

MetlB(x) = {He Metp
2(x) : \\mT(H)\\pLPtH < B} . 

Proposition 3.8. If (Ei,E) is simple (see Definition 2.10) and H mini- 
mizes M(Kj •) in Met1^ B{X)> then mT(H) = 0. 

Proof, (cf. [SI,   5.3.1] and [Br,   3.4.2]) By [SI,   5.1.2.1], if s G L^S1-) and 

mT(Ht) = L(s) , 

d 

Ht - Hets, then 

where 

d_ 
dt t=0 

L{s) = AD"D'H(s) - V-lr 
dt KHt 

t=o 

Now assume mT(H) ^ 0 and that we can find s ^ 0 so that L(s) = —mT(H). 
Then as in [Br,  3.4.2] we obtain 

di t=o 
\\mAHt)\\

p
LPtHt = -^\\mT(H)rLP!H<0 

Moreover, since (Ei,E) is simple, by Proposition 3.7 we obtain 

0   < d2 

di? *=0 
MT{K,Ht) = i\t=0IxtTsmT(Ht) 

= JxtvS- L(s) = -JxtvsmT(H) = - ||t=0 MT(K,Ht) , 

hence, 

dt 
MT(K,Ht)<0 

t=o 
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This contradicts the assumption that H minimizes Mr(-, K) and the propo- 
sition will follow provided we can solve L(s) = —mT(H). But 

x^TL(5) = A'F(5)+r- KHt , 
t=0 

which is an elliptic, self-adjoint operator. Ellipticity is clear, and self- 
adjointness follows since ;||i=07rjjf is self-adjoint. The latter holds because 
for Ht = Hets, (TT^)*^ = e-ts{{7rHty

Hets = TTF,, hence 

db t=o 
Or*)-' = J, ^Ht)*H ■ 

t=0 

Now 

Vdt t=o      / dt (m)*11 = 
t=0 dt t~0 (""»•"' -1 KHt 

t=0 

Now since y/— IL(s) is self-adjoint and elliptic, it suffices to show that L has 
no kernel. But 

L(s) = 0 =>   / tisL(s) = 0 
Jx 

=oJx 
—I 
dt\ 

smT(Ht) = 0 => 
dt2 MT{K,Ht)=0 

t=o 

Hence, again by the simplicity of (Ei^E), 5 = 0. □ 
Proposition 3.9 (Main estimate).  There are constants Ci,C2 > 0 such 
that for all H = Kes G Me^B(x), 

sup |*| < CiMT(K, Kes) + C2 , 

or else (Ei,E) is not stable. 

Proof. Since the proof closely parallels [SI], we shall only give a sketch: 
First, as in [SI, 6.2] we have an equivalence between (7° and L1 bounds. 
Suppose that the main estimate does not hold. Then as in [SI, 6.3] we can 
choose a sequence of constants Ci -> 00, s^ G S, such that ||si||Li —>> 00 and 
INIL* > CiMr(KeSi). Set U = \\si\\Li, ui = ^lSi, so that ||iZi||Li = 1, and 
sup \ui\ < C. We have the following: 
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Lemma 3.10. After passing to a subsequence, ui -t UQQ weakly in Li(S). 
Moreover, ifF : MxE -tlRLisa positive, smooth function such that F(x, y) < 
l/(x — y) whenever x > y, then with the notation as in [SI,   6.3.3], 

/ (F(u00)D"uOQ,D"u00)K + >/=! / tr^ooAF^ + r f tiUoo - 7rK <0 . 
Jx Jx Jx 

Proof. We first claim that 

/ {F(ui)D"ui,D"ui)K + x/=T / tiUiKFK + r [ trm • 7rK < Jc"1 . 
Jx Jx Jx z 

Indeed, by combining the inequalities in [SI,  6.3.3] with Lemma 1.13, 

+2£ir JxtiUi7rK , 

which proves the claim. The rest is as in [SI,   6.3.3]. □ 

Now we conclude the proof of Proposition 3.9 by showing that (Ei^E) 
is not stable. First, as in [SI, Lemma 6.3.4], the eigenvalues of u^ are 
constant. Let Ai,... ,Ar denote the distinct eigenvalues of Woo, listed in 
ascending order, and as in [SI, 6.4.2] let pj : R —» R, j = 1,... ,r — 1 
be smooth, positive functions with Pj{x) = 1 if x < Xj and Pj{x) = 0 if 
x > Aj-j-i. Set TTJ = Pjiuoo) be the Lf-subbundle of E. By the Uhlenbeck- 
Yau regularity result (cf. [UY]), TTJ represents a saturated subsheaf of E. 
Set otj = Xj — Aj_i, and write 

r 

UQQ — xri — y. a3'Kj • 

Since tr^oo = 0, XrR — Xlajrk(7rj) = 0. If (Ei,E) were r-stable, then we 
would have 

rkCEiriTr,') Ri 
rk no R 

.     N IKI mi i i vi j) 

and hence, 

A^ (M+-f) - E ^ rk(^) (^^)+^£M^r1) >o 

=> Xrci(E) + XrrRi - ^^ tojCiinj) ~ T X/ ^ ^fa n ^1) > 0 
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Therefore, 

Q = \rci(E) - ^jTajCi(nj) + r (xrRi - ^aj ik(7rj nEi)j > 0 . 

But then, 

0 < 2nQ = V^T / tTUooAFK 
Jx 

/   (^(ajPj){uoo)D"u00,D"u00)K + T   /    tlUooTTK . + 

This contradicts Lemma 3.10, and concludes the proof of Proposition 3.3 
(the uniqueness of H follows as in [SI] by the convexity of MT). This also 
concludes the proof of Theorem 3.1. □ 

3.4. Bogomolov inequality. 

As an application of Theorem 3.1 we have the following version of the 
Bogomolov inequality for stable vector bundles: 

Theorem 3.11. Suppose that (Ei^E) is a locally-free, saturated, r-stable 
extension pair on Kdhler manifold with Kdhler form w. Then 

c2(E) A u/-2 > ^C!^)2 A u/-2 - ^1(^1)^ 

Proof By Theorem 3.1 there is a hermitian metric H on E such that the com- 
patible connection gives a solution to equations (1.10). Since the curvature 
is in L2 and the connection is gauge equivalent to a smooth connection, we 
may use the Chern-Weil theory to compute ci and C2. Almost everywhere, 
we can choose a local orthonormal trivialization {ei,... , e^, e^1+i,... , CR} 

for E compatible with 7r#. Then from (1.10), 

= fli ((f r + n) - r)2 + (R- ifc) (f r + rf 
= RH2 + T2&-{R-Ri), 

or, 

R I^AiV,^2 = tr (y/=lAFD,lyH)2 + T2^(R - ifc) . 
R 
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The result then follows as in [Ko,  p. 114]. 

4. Moduli Space Construction. 

The purpose of this section is prove the following 

Theorem 4.1. The moduli space ofr-stable smooth extension pairs {Ei,E) 
satisfying the condition H2(X,EndoE) = 0, where Endoi? denotes the sheaf 
of traceless endomorphisms of E, has the structure of a Kdhler manifold. 

In §4.1 we will discuss the deformation theory. In §4.2 we will put the com- 
plex structure on the moduli space, and in §4.3 we will define a compatible 
symplectic structure. For the rest of this section, let E denote a smooth 
vector bundle on X and Ei a subbundle of E. By r-stable, in this section, 
we shall mean r-slope stable. Also, while we will deal with spaces of smooth 
sections of bundles, to justify the use of the inverse and implicit function 
theorems used repeatedly in §4.2 and §4.3, one must consider appropriate 
Sobolev completions. Since this is fairly standard (see [Ko], for example) we 
will suppress this point and leave the reader to fill in the analytic details. 

4.1. The deformation complex. 

Fix a smooth pair (E\,E). Let D" denote the holomorphic structure on 
E and TT the projection operator onto Ei with respect to the background 
hermitian metric K. In other words, TT = TT* = TT

2
, TT^D^TT = 0, 7r(E) = Ei. 

Set n^iE) = E2. Consider the following complex: 

(CL>",7r) 

0—^(EndjE) Aft0'1 (EndS) 0 ft0(Hom(£i,£2)) A 

—>ft0'2(End£) efl^HomCEi,^)) A 

—>ft0'3(End£;) eft0'2(Hom(£i,£2))^> 

• • • ^to0'n(EndE) 0 n0>n-1(Rom(EuE2))^ 

—>ft0'n(Hom(£i,£2))—^0 . 

The differentials above are defined as follows: 

do(tx)       =(-D//fx,7rL!X7r) 
1     ; di(a} r?)    - (-£>"a, (D'{)* ® Dfr + ^air) ,        i > 0 , 

where D^D^ are the induced holomorphic structures on Ei,E2. Equiva- 
lently, if we denote also by 77 the extension of 77 by 0 as an endomorphism of 
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E, then 

(4.3) d^a,r,) = (-£>%■KL(D"ri + a)-^ ,        i>0. 

Finally, a third description of di will be useful later: 

(4.4) di(a,rj) = (-D"a, -r]D"n + 'KLD"r} + Tr^o-Tr) . 

The verification of the equivalence of (4.3) and (4.4) is a direct calculation. 
We now prove the following 

Proposition 4.5.  (i) CD"^ is an elliptic complex, 
(ii) if (D",%) is simple, then H0 (CD",*) — C 

Proof, (i) We first check that it is a complex. 

dido   = di (-D"u, TT-LUTT) = ((D")2u, ir-L(D"{n-Luir) - D"u)ir) 
= ({D")2u, -7r-L(D"7r)«7r + irJ-(D"u)Tr + 7rJ-u(D"7r)7r - 7rJ-(JD"u)7r) 
= (0,0), 

since {D")2 = 0, ir]-D"ir = 0, and (D"ir)iT = 0. 

dt+idifarj)   = dm {-D"a,'KL{D"r] + ajw) 
= ((.D")2", 7r±(£>"(7rJ-(JD"j? + a)7r)7r - TT^D'^TT) 

= ({D")2a, -7r±D"7r(D"r/ + a)7r + ^{{D")2^ + D"a)7r 

+(-l)i7r1(£>"77 + a)D"7r7r - v^-WaiA 

= (0,0), 

for the same reasons as above. Thus, CD"^ is a complex. Ellipticity follows 
directly from the ellipticity of the Dolbeault complex, (ii) is clear from 
Definition 2.10. □ 

4.2. Complex analytic structure. 

We use the deformation complex described in the previous subsection 
to put a complex structure on the moduli space of simple, smooth pairs. 
Let .A1*1 be the space of integrable complex structures in A. Under the 
assumption if2(X,Endo^D ) = 0, an argument as in [Ko,  Theorem 3.2.3] 
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shows that A1,1 is smooth at D". Indeed, the Kuranishi map (cf. [Ko, 
VII, 3.10]) defines a biholomorphism of a neighborhood of D" in A1'1 and a 
neighborhood of 0 in the vector space 

{a eft0'1 (EndE) :D"a = 0} . 

Let H C A1*1 x n0(G(RuE)) be the subspace defined in (1.19). Thus, H 
consists of pairs (D", TT) such that (D")2 - 0 and TT^D^TT - 0. 

Notation 4.6. Let H* be the space of simple extension pairs, and T-L0 the 
subspace ofH* consisting of pairs (D'^ir) such that H2(X,EndoED ) = 0. 

Lemma 4.7.  (i) H* is open in % and VP is open in %*. 
(ii) H0 is a smooth manifold. 

Proof, (i) Follows by semicontinuity of cohomology (cf. [Kod, Corollary of 
Theorem 7.8]). (ii) Let £ -> Sl0(G(Ri,E)) be the vector bundle defined in 
[DU, §2] whose fiber over TT G n0(G{RuE)) is ft0(Hom(7r(E),7r-L(E))). 
Let AQ be the subspace of A1,1 consisting of those D" such that 
H2(X,EndoED") = 0, and let 

ViAfr1 xn0(G(RuE)) ^£ 

be the map defined by V{D,\ TT) = 7r±Dff7r. Then V is a fiber bundle over 
Q0(G(RijE))1 and by (4.3) and (4.4), V is transversal to the zero section 
0s of £. It follows (but see the warning at the beginning of this section) 
that V-t-fie) is a smooth manifold, and thus D"1^) D H* = VP is also a 
smooth manifold. □ 

Now fix {D"^) e H*. Set Ei = 7r(E), E2 = ^(E). Let 

exp^ : n0(Rom(EuE2)) —-> G(RUE) 

be the exponential map defined in a neighborhood of 0 E fi0(Hom(i?i, E2)) 
generalizing the pointwise exponential map for G(i?i,i?). Let 

/ :.QP^{EndE) x Q0(Eom(EuE2)) —■> ft0'2(End£) x ^^(Hom^i,^)) 

f(a,rj) = (D"a + aAa,V(D" + a,exp^7/))  , 

and define 

(4.8)    <SD"57r = |(a,T/) G {^(EndJE) x O0(Hom(£7i,E2)) : 

/(a,i7)=0,dS(a,r/)=o|. 
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Lemma 4.9. // {Dn,7r) G U0, then SD"^ is a smooth manifold in a neigh- 
borhood of (07 0); and TVQ o)«5p//j7r ^ iI1(C^/)7r). 

Proof. Define Sp"^ = {(a, rj) : /(a,77) = 0}. The map 

ft : 5D/%7r —•» ^0 : (a, r?) H^ (D7' + a, exp^ 77) 

defines a biholomorphism of a neighborhood of (0,0) G SD",^ 
on^0 a neigh- 

borhood of (Dff,7r) E 7/°, and therefore SD"^ 
1S smooth in a neighbor- 

hood of (D'^ir) by Lemma 4.7. Let V be the complement in ^(EndE) of 
iJ0(CJc)//)7r) ~ C with respect to the L2-inner product, and consider the map 

H : 5D",7r —)► P : (a,T/) ^ d5(a,T/) . 

Then under the identification TQ^SDH^ ~ kerdi, the map d.H(o,o) is ^o- 
Since H®(CDII^) = C, it follows that dp is onto, and the inverse function 
theorem for the map H completes the proof. □ 

Now fix (D", TT) as before and define the Kuranishi map 

k : ft0'1 (End£) x ft0(Hom(£i, £2)) —> ft0'1 (EndS) 0 fi0(Hom(J5i,^)) 

(a,r/) ^ (a,r/)+^G(/(a,r/)-di(a,r/)) , 

where G is the Green's function for CB"^- By the Hodge decomposition for 
CD",7r ^ follows that 

/41fVi dik(a,ri)    =0 
1       j rf!fe(a,f/)    =d!(a,T?) 

We claim 

Lemma 4.11. Assume (.D",7r) G %*. T/ien tte map 

P ■ SD»,* —> ft7<5C = («, »7) -»• P" + «, expT r?] 

is a local homeomorphism of a neighborhood of (0,0) G Sp"^ onto a neigh- 
borhood 0/[£>",7r] eH*/(Sc. 

Proof (cf. [Ko, VII, Theorem 3.17]) We prove surjectivity first. It suffices 
to show that given 

(D" + /3,exp7ri/) G «* ,        (/3,i/) G ^(EndE) x £}0(Hom(.Ei,E2)) 
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sufficiently close to (0,0), there is a g G <5C such that (D" + a,expiry) = 
(/(JO" + P^expn u) satisfies dl(a,r]) = 0 and /(a,TJ) = 0. The second equa- 
tion is automatically satisfied because H* is gauge invariant. For the first 
equation, let V be as in the proof of Lemma 4.9 and consider the map 

P : V x ft0'1 (EndE) x ^(Hom^i,^)) —* V 

(u, (/?, i/)) H> dS (e^Z?" + /3) - D", exp"1 (ctf (exp^(i/)))) . 

The map P is well-defined in a neighborhood of (0,0,0), and 

dP 
— (0,0,0)=d*do:7>—>V 

is invertible. Hence, by the implicit function theorem (again, note 
the warning) there is a function (w,{j3,v)) >-> u — u{w,(J5,vy) de- 
fined in a neighborhood of (0,0) € «0'*(EndS) x ^(Hom^i,^)) 
such that P(u(w, (t3,v)), (/?, ^)) = w. By setting p = eu, (a, 77) = 
(g(D") — D,f^exp~1(gexp7ru)) satisfies ^(a^rj) = 0. To show that p is 
injective around (0,0) it suffices to prove that if g(D" + aijexp^T/i) = 
(Z?'7 + a^exp^Tte) with (ai,f/i), (0^2,772) G 5^//j7r sufficiently close to (0,0), 
then (ai,77i) = (0^2,772). But we can ignore the second factors and apply 
[Ko, Theorem VII, 3.17] to D" + ai and D" + 012 to show g is close to the 
identity. The rest then follows by the implicit function theorem for the map 
P. □ 

We are ready to prove 

Proposition 4.12. The moduli space 7{*/<3c of simple pairs is a (possibly 
non-Hausdorff and non-reduced) complex analytic space. Moreover, 7i0/®(C 

is a smooth complex manifold with 

TD„^I<5C^H\CD„^. 

Proof (cf. [Ko, VII, 3.23, 3.31, and 3.32]) Since the derivative of the 
Kuranishi map k at (0,0) is the identity map, k defines according to (4.10) 
an injective, holomorphic map 

(4.13) k:SDn^-^Hl{CDn^) 

defined in a neighborhood of (0,0). The first statement in the proposition 
follows as in [Ko, VII, 3.32]. The second part follows by Lemmas 4.9 and 
4.11, and the fact that (4.13) is an injective local immersion. □ 
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4.3. Kahler structure. 

We now turn to the issue of describing a Kahler structure on the moduli 
space of extension pairs and providing a proof of Theorem 4.1. 

Notation 4.14. Let HT C H* denote the subspace of r-stable extension 
pairs (£>", TT) in H*. Let VPT = nT^ H0. 

Lemma 4.15. HT is open in H* and W® is open in 1-LT. Moreover, H® is 
a smooth manifold. 

Proof. In view of Lemma 4.7, it suffices to show that HT is open in W. 
By Theorem 3.1 we must show that if (D'^ir) satisfies equations (1.10) 
and (D", TT) is sufficiently close to (JD", TT), then there is a g G <5C such that 
g(D"j TT) satisfies (1.10) as well. This is a standard application of the implicit 
function theorem (cf. [Ko, VII, Theorem 4.21]). Let S be as in Definition 
3.4, and define the map 

Q : fi0(5) x n* 

ZTTTT -I- A/^T 
R 

Q(ti, 5",TT) = AF5„jA, - V^irit + V^l^rl. 

By the calculation in Proposition 3.8, 

(s) = L(2s) , 
dQ 
du (I,D",7r) 

where L is an elliptic, self-adjoint operator with trivial kernel. By the im- 

plicit function theorem, we can solve the equation Q (u(D"^7r),Dff^7r) = 0 

for (5//,7f) near (.D",7r). Hence, eu{D",n) satisfies (1.10), and by Theorem 
3.1 and standard Hodge theory, (.D",7r) is also r-stable. This proves the 
openness of Hr. □ 

We now consider H®. as a & = (5/t/(l)-space. Let 

JlriU*—>(Lie0)* 

Jj.r = ^T + V-i [-^-T + A I, 

where //T is the moment map defined in (1.18). 
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Lemma 4.16. (i) J1T is an Ad-equivariant moment map for the (3-action, 
(ii) Zero is a regular value of jiT. (Hi) Given (D'^TT) G //^(O), there is a 
submanifold TD".-K of^/i~1(0) such that 

Proof (i) Since fxJIT(D",7r) = 0, the result follows from (1.18). (ii) This 
follows from general considerations about moment maps (cf. [GS, §2]) and 
the fact that (3 acts freely on T/JL (hi) Fix (.£>", TT) E fi^i®) an(i consider 
the complex 

(Cx>",7r) 
0—>ft0(ad£) An0'1 (EndE) 0 fi0(Hom(Ei, E^)) A 

—>fi0(adE) e O0'2(EndE) 0 ^(Hom^i,^))^ 

—^fi0'3(EndE) © fi0'2(Hom(£;i,£;2))^ 

• • • d^4n^n(EndE) 0 fi^-^HomCEi, Eiz))-^ 

In the above, Ei = 7r(E), E2 = ^^(E), and 

JoW = CD'VTr-hiTr) , di(a,7j) = ((d/jLT)Dffin(a,7}):di(a:r))) 
(fc(^a,T/) =d2(a,T/) , ^(a,r?) =rfi(a,r/) ,        t >2. 

It is easily checked (cf. proof of Proposition 4.5) that CD"^ is an elliptic 
complex. Let 

Fw* = {(a,f/) € O^HEndS) x Q0(iiom(Eu E2)) : /(a,f/) = 0, 

dflr(a,rj) = 0,    dS^7?) = 0} • 

It follows as in Lemma 4.9 that TD'^TT 
ls a smooth manifold in a neighbor- 

hood of (0,0), and 

Let TD'^TT C /^r HO) be defined by 

FD",* = {(D" + a.exp^ri) : (a,7?) e FD",<K} • 

Clearly, TD",-* is a smooth submanifold of/i~1(0) around (D,f,7r), and 

TD",7rJrD",7r — H    \CD",<K)   - 
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The Lemma follows since Tj5//j7r/i^
1(0) = kerdi, and TDH^ (©(-D'^TT)) = 

Im do- □ 

We are now ready to prove Theorem 4.1. 

Proposition 4.17. The symplectic form u)T define in (1.17) descends to a 
symplectic form (bT on /i~1(0)/® c^ H^/(dc. With respect to the complex 
structure, cur is Kdhler. 

Proof The first part of the proposition follows by Lemma 4.16 and the 
infinite dimensional version of Marsden-Weinstein reduction (cf. [Ko, VII, 
5.8]). In order to show that u>T is a Kahler form, fix X,Y 6 T^ (W?/0C). 
Under the identification 

write X = (a, ry), Y = (/?, 0- Then <2v(X, y) = (jT ((a, r?), (j9, $)) = 0, since 
(a, 77), (/3,0 e TlfiH^ and a;r is a Kahler form. D 

5. Geometric Invariant Theory. 

We shall now present a construction of a moduli space parametrizing 
equivalence classes of r-Gieseker semistable torsion-free quotient pairs on 
an algebraic manifold X. Since the method used will be geometric invariant 
theory applied to the action of a reductive algebraic group on a projective 
scheme, the moduli space will inherit a projective scheme structure. In 
particular, this gives a compactification of the moduli of smooth extension 
pairs constructed in the previous section. 

The arguments that follow very closely parallel those of Simpson, and 
we refer the reader to [S2] for more details. Throughout this section, X will 
denote a smooth projective variety of complex dimension n. 

5.1. Embedding into the Quot scheme. 

Notation 5.1. Let IIE and hp be polynomials of degree n. We denote by 
/ir(/iJB, hp) the set of all r-slope-semistable quotients E —► F —> 0, where E 
is a torsion-free sheaf with Hilbert polynomial hp and F is a coherent sheaf 
with Hilbert polynomial hp- Similarly, we denote by SV(^JEO^F) the set of 
r-Gieseker semistable quotients. 
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The first step in the GIT construction is a boundedness result: 

Proposition 5.2. The set /irl^Eo^F) (and hence also Sr^E^hp)) is 
bounded, i. e. parametrized by a scheme of finite type over C. 

Proof. Slope-semistability implies that for every subsheaf E1 C E we have 

^)<^)+r(— -— )<»(E) + T, 

so by [Ma] we have that the set of such E is bounded. Then for fixed JE7, the 
set of all quotients F with Hilbert polynomial hp is bounded by [Gr]. The 
result follows. □ 

We now wish to embed all the quotients q G ST(hE,hF) into a product 
of Quot schemes. Recall that we have fixed an ample line bundle A on X. 
By the boundedness result above, there exists an integer KQ such that for 
all k > KQ and q G ST(hE^ hp), we can write 

Of    -^   E®Ak,    —»   0 11 1 
(5.3) Of   -*h    F®Ak    —>   0 

i 
0 

Let Quot(Of,hE,k) and Quot{pf ^hpjk) denote the Grothendieck Quot 
schemes parametrizing quotients of Of with Hilbert polynomials hE,k(j) — 

hsik + j) and hp^U) = hp{k + j), respectively. Furthermore, we let Qk 
denote the closed subscheme of 

(5.4) Quot(Of, HEJZ) x Quot(Of, hp^) 

defined by the condition ker^i C kerg2- Let Qk C Qk be the subscheme 
where E is torsion-free, and denote its closure by Qk ^ Qk- Let TT^, TTF 

denote the projections onto the first and second factors of (5.4). We have 
universal quotients: 

0XxQuot{0%\hEyk)    ^UE—>0 

XxQuot(of,hFik) UF 
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on X x Quot(0^,hE£) and X x Quot(0^l,hFik). It follows that for the 
quotients 

we have keiqi C kerg2; hence, on X x Q^ we have a universal quotient 

(5.5) ir*EUE —> ^C/F —> 0 . 

We have shown that to every point E —> F —> 0 in Sr^E^hp) there corre- 
sponds a closed point q G Qfc C QA; C Qk such that the universal quotient 
(5.5) restricted to X x {q} is isomorphic to E ® Ak —> F ® Ak —> 0. 

By tensoring with a further high power of A we can embed Q^ into a 
product of Grassmannians 

(5.6) G {V ® W, hE(k + j)) x G {V ® W, /IF(A: + j)) 

of ^(A; + j) and hF(k + j) dimensional quotients ofV~Cl ~ H0(Of) 
tensor W ^ H0(A^). Now there is the diagonal action of SL(V) on (5.6), 
and the image of Qk is invariant under this action. We linearize the action 
by the SL(V) equivariant Pliicker embedding into a product of projective 
spaces. Let 0(r, 5) denote the line bundle on (5.6) obtained by pulling back 
appropriate powers of hyperplanes. Then SL(V) acts on (!?(r, 5). Also, let 

(5.7) 

Since GIT semistability is invariant upon taking powers, it makes sense to 
consider linearizations of the action of SL(V) on rational line bundles. So 
for rational values of r, we choose the linearization 

(5.8) 0{kkA + M,T) . 

Here, M is an integer which we shall fix presently. 
Our goal then is to show that the GIT-semistable points in Qk with 

respect to the linearization (5.8) correspond to r-Gieseker semistable quo- 
tients. The main result is Theorem 5.18 below. Before carrying this out, we 
consider two preliminary details: 

First, the choice of M. Among the quotients E —> F —► 0 in ST(hE, hp) 
consider those for which there exists a subsheaf E' C E with /v {E1, F') = 
HT{E, F). We may assume that E! has torsion-free quotient. Then the set of 
such E' is bounded. In particular, the set of Hilbert polynomials of such E1 
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is finite. Let C be the maximum over the absolute values of the coefficients 
of kn~2/(n — 2)! in the polynomials p(E',k) —p(E, k) as Ef runs over the 
family described above. We then choose the integer M such that 

(5-9)   (M+Tfl-H(^"M"-i)c£i- 
Notice that M depends only on /&#, hp, r, and of course A. 

Second, we need a criterion for semistability in Grassmannians: 

Lemma 5.10.  Consider the action of SL(V) on the product 

(5.11) G(V ®W,Ri)x G(V ® W, R2) 

of Ri and R2 dimensional quotients ofV® W', and linearize the action on 
0(r,s) with respect to the Pliicker embedding. Then a point q = (^1,^2) 
is semistable (resp. stable) if and only if for all non-zero linear subspaces 
H C V we have 

(rRi + SR2) dim H < ( r dimTTI (H ® W) 

+ 5dim7r2(i?® W) ) dimT^        (resp.   <) 

where TTI and ^2 denote the projections onto the first and second factors of 
(5.11). 

Proof. See [GIT] or [KgNw]. □ 

5.2. Comparison of stability conditions. 

We now prove a sequence of lemmas necessary to establish the correspon- 
dence between r-Gieseker semistable quotients and GIT semistable points. 

Lemma 5.12. For fixed k, there exists a J such that for all j > J the 

following holds: If q — ((/i,<Z2,<z) G Qk (see (5-3)) is such that the induced 
map 

V ~ d ~ H0(Of) —► H0(E ® Ak) 
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is an isomorphism, and for all H C Cl where the induced subsheaf EH is 
non-zero we have 

[(kkA + M)x{E ® Ak+j) + rx(F ® Ak+j] h0(EH ® Ak) 

(kkA + M)X(EH 0 Ak+j) + TX(FH ® A*4'"] h0(E ® Afc)        (resp.   <) < 

^/ien ^/ie point q is semistable with respect to the linearization 0(kkA + M^r) 
on Qk. 

Proof. Notice first that dim if < h0(EH ® Ak). Let H vary in V and q vary- 
in Qfc. Then by boundedness, the families of kernels 

0—hK^—Kff ® OX-^EH (8) A*—>0 

0—*KFH—>H ® OX-^FH (8) A^^O 

are bounded. Therefore, we may choose J such that for j > J, 

/i1(^if®Ai)    =^1(^F1r®Ai)=0 
hP{EH ® Afc)      < /I

0
(EH ® A*+^) = X(£;F ® Ak+i) 

h0{FH ® Afc)      < /i0(Ftf ® A^') = X^H ® Ak+3) 

We get 

{ 
so 

H 0 if0(^)   —+ H0^ ® A*+J) —»• 0 
H ® J?0^')   —J- tfOOFtf ® Afc+-») —> 0 , 

dimTTI(fT ® W)   = h0
(EH ® ilfc+J') 

dim7r2(fl" ® W)   = /I
0
(VH ® Ak+J) . 

dimH 

Since EH ^ 0, the first of these is non-zero for large j. Hence, 

[(kkA + M)hE(k + j) + rhpik + j)] dimH 

=   (kkA + M)x(E ® Ak+j) + TX(F ® Ak+:> 

< [(kkA + M)x(E ® ^fc+J) + TX^ ® A*^"] /i0(Eff ® A*1) 

< [(kkA + M)X(EH ® A^') + TXCFH ® ilfc+J'] hQ(E ® JLfe) 

= [(fcA;^ + M) dim7ri(fr ® W) + r dimv^-ff ® W)] dimF , 

so the result follows from Lemma 5.10. □ 
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Lemma 5.13. There is a J such that for all j > J the following holds: If 

q £ Qk is GIT semistable with respect to the linearization 0{kkA + M, r), 
then the homomorphism 

V ~ H0(Of) —> H0{E ® Ak) 

is injective, and for any non-zero linear subspace H CV, we have 

{{kkA + M)rkE + TYkF)dimH < {{kkA + M)vkEH + TTkFH)dimV . 

Moreover, if E ® Ak is the sheaf associated to q, then for every quotient 

E®Ak —>E"®Ak ^0 

we have 

({kkA + M) TkE + rikF) h0(E" ® Ak) 

> ((kkA + M) rk E" + r rk F") dim V , 

where F" is defined so as to make the following diagram commute: 

0   —>   E'   —>   E   —>   E"   —►   0 

i 
F' F 

I 
p" 

Proof. Let q € Qkbe semistable. Then Lemma 5.10 implies that for non-zero 
HCV, 

dimTTi(H ®W) + dimi^fT ® W) # 0 , 

where TTI and 7r2 are the projections 

V®H0(Ai)   -?hHo(E®Ak+i)—+0 
V®H0(Ai)   -?hH0{F®Ak+i)^0. 

Both maps factor through H0(E® Ak) ®H0(Ai) and H0(F®Ak) ®H0{AJ), 
respectively. Moreover, the map 7r2 factors through H0(E®Ak+:'), because 
the point is in Qk- In particular, dim.Tri(H ® W) ^ 0. Since H is arbitrary, 
we obtain the desired injectivity. Now suppose to the contrary that 

((kkA + M)rkE + TvkF)dimH > ((kkA + M)vkEff + TrkFH)dimV . 
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Then for n large, 

((fcfcA + M)x(E ® Ak+j) + TX{F ® Ak+j)^ dim if 

< ({kkA + M)x{EH ® Ak+j) + TX{FH ® Ak^)\ dimF . 

Since H runs over a bounded family, we can choose J such that for all j > J 
the above inequality holds, and moreover such that 

h0(EH ® Ak+3)    = x(^ ® A*+'") = dim7ri(i7 ® W) 
h0(FH ® A^')    = xji^ ® A*^") = dim7r2(£r ® W) . 

But this contradicts Lemma 5.10. □ 

Lemma 5.14. There is a K such that for all k > K the following is true: If 
E —t F -^ 0 is a r-Gieseker semistable quotient, then for all subquotients 
E' -► F' -> 0 we have: 

{{kkA + M) rkS + r rkF) h0{Ef®Ak) < {{kkA + M) ikE' + r rkF') hE{k) . 

Moreover, if equality holds, we have 

(i) h0{E' ® Ak) = x{E' ® A^); 

(ii) rkFVrktf^rkF/rktf; 

(iii) Forallj,p{EfJ)=p{EJ); 

(iv) Forj»0,P{F,J)>p{FJ). 

Proof Since the set of S is bounded, fix one. If E' is a subsheaf of J5, let 
JR' = rkl?', and let Qi {Ri = rkQ^, fii = /j(Qt)) denote the terms in its 
A-Harder-Narasimhan filtration. We have 

h0{E'®Ak)   <Y,ih0{Qi®Ak) 
Hi    < H + T (by semistability) 

Y^i Ri  = Rf - 

For k large we have (see [S2]): 

h0{Qi ® Ak) < ^ ((w/fcA) + A; + B)n 

lit 
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for some B. Let u = min^j. Then 

h0(E'®Ak) 

< kA{R'~ ^ ((li(E)/kA) + k + B)+ T/kA)n + ^ {{v/kA) + k + B)n . 

For any /? there exists a C > (3 such that if u < IJ,(E) — C the sum above is 
< (kAR/n\)(k - /3)n. We can also choose /? such that for large k, 

kA1 

n! 

Then for the appropriate C and v < IJ,{E) — C, we have 

hP (E' ®Ak)   < (rk E')p{E, k) (l ^ 
kkA-\-M ) 

< (vkE')P(E,k) (l + BJ^SS) (l + E^^Sf)"1 

which implies 

((kkA + M)rkE + TYkF)h0(E,®Ak) < ({kkA +M)YkEf + rikF') hE(k) . 

On the other hand, the set of saturations Er of E' with ^ > fJ>(E) — C is 
bounded, and the set of Hilbert polynomials of such is therefore finite. For 
each of them, we have 

(5.15) tf(E',F')<tf(E,F). 

We may choose K such that for k > K, 

h0{E' ® Ak) < h0(Ef (8) Ak) = x{E' ® Ak). 

If we have strict inequality in (5.15), then by looking at the order k term we 
see that for K chosen sufficiently large, 

(kkA + M + r^|) ;>(£', k) < [kkA + M + r^J) p{E, k) . 

So we assume (5.15) holds with equality. If rkP'/ikE' — rkF/rkE, then 
by semistability, we choose K such that p(E,

1k) < p(E)k). Note that if 
equality holds in the latter, then semistability guarantees condition (iv). 
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Finally, consider the case where ikP'/ikE' ^ ikF/vkE.  Since (5.15) is 
assumed to hold with equality, we can write 

/^# ix /^ TX      f  ^F'        ^F\    kn-1 

(5.16) v        ,n_2 / v        ; 

+C'(^)(^2)!+0(A:n"3)' 

for some constant C(E'). Then we have: 

\kA + M + r^|) pCE', *) = ^fcA + M + T^J) ?(£, fc) 

/,,        ,,       xkF\ f rkF'       xkF\    k71'1 

+ [kkA + M + T——      T——- - T- 
ikEJ V rkE'       rkEJ (n - 1)! 

+ kA(n-l)C(E')-^^ + 0(kn~2). 

The order kn terms in the second two terms cancel. The coefficient of 
kn-l/(n - 1)! is: 

(517. -{(^ff-^; 
\T*E-TrkE>)-kA{n-1)C{E))- 

Since rrkF/rkE — rikF' j' rkE' ^ 0, semistability implies this difference 
is positive. Therefore, it is bigger than or equal to r/ixkE)2. Thus (5.17) is 

Now by the choice of M in (5.9), this last expression is < — 1. Since there 
are only finitely many possibilities for the coefficients in the 0(kn~2) term, 
we can choose K such for k > K we again have 

[kkA + M + T!|!) p{E\ k) < (kkA + M + S^pJ p(E, k) . 

This completes the proof of Lemma 5.14. □ 
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Theorem 5.18. Fix polynomials HE and hp of degree n, and the parameter 
r > 0. Choose M as in (5.9). Then there exist K,J such that for all 
j > J the following holds: A point q € QK is semistable (resp. stable) 
with respect to the action of SL(V) and the linearization determined by the 
Plucker embedding induced from A* and the line bundle 0(KkA + M, r) if 
and only if the quotient E —> F —> 0 associated to q has torsion-free E, is 
r-Gieseker semistable (resp. stable), and the map V —► H0(E ® AK) is an 
isomorphism. 

Proof. (4=) We first assume that K has been chosen such that the conclusion 
of Lemma 5.14 holds. By Lemma 5.12, it suffices to find a J such that for 
all j ^ J) and any subsheaf E1 C E generated by sections of E g) AK, we 
have 

[(KkA + M)x(E (8) AK+') + TX(F (8) AK^)] h0(E' ® AK) 
[b   yj     < [(KkA + M)x{E' ® AK+i) + TX{F' ® AK^)]    h0(E ® AK) 

The set of such Ef is bounded, so the set of polynomials xi^' ® AK^) and 
x{Fr ® AK^) (in j) is finite. Comparing terms of order j71, we see that if 

[(KkA + M)rkE + TTk F)] h0 (E1 ® AK) 

< [(KkA + M)ikE' + T rk F')] h0 (E ® AK) , 

then (5.19) holds as well, if j is sufficiently large. On the other hand, if 
equality holds in Lemma 5.14, then (5.19) holds if and only if 

X(F®AK+J) < x(F'®AK+i) 
rk.E — x\iE'     . 

x(F(8)AK+J)rkF < xiF'^AK+^r^F' 
rkF        rkE - rkF'        rkF' 

p(F,K + j)   <p(F',K + j), 

which is condition (iv) in Lemma 5.14. 
Now consider the (=>) direction. First, a slight modification of the ar- 

gument in [S2] shows that, with K taken sufficiently large, E is torsion-free 
and V -► H0(E ® AK) is an isomorphism. We now show that E -» F -* 0 
is r-Gieseker semistable. Suppose not. There are several cases to consider, 
and we shall choose J accordingly: 
Case 1. Suppose E —> F —> 0 is r-slope-semistable, but that there exists a 
subsheaf E' C E with p(E'J) = p(EJ) for all j, and p(F'J) < p(FJ) for 
j sufficiently large. The set of all such E is bounded by Proposition 5.2, as 
well as the set of Ef. Hence, we may assume K and J have been chosen such 
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that for all such E, £', j > J, we have h0{E'®AK) = x(E'®AK)9 p(F'J) < 
p(FJ), and if H = H0(Ef ® AK), then h0(F' ® AK^) = dim^^ ® W). 
Notice that the hypotheses imply rk Ff/ rk E' = rk F/ rk JEJ. Thus we have 

({KkA + M)x{E ® ^^') + rx^ ® AK+j)) dimH 

= vkEikEf ((KkA + M)p(E,K + j) + r^|p(F,^ + i))^^ 

= ({KkA + M) dimTT^if ® W) + r dim^^ ® W)) dimV , 

which by Lemma 5.10 contradicts semistability. 

Case 2. Suppose E -> F —> 0 is r-slope-semistable, but that there exists a 
quotient E" with ikF"/ikE" = ikF/ikE, i${E",F") = i$(E,F), and 
p(Ef,,j) < p(E,j) for large j. The set of all such quotients may be taken 
to be bounded, so we may assume K has been chosen such that p(E", K) < 
p(E,K) and h0(E"®AK) = x(F"®AK). But this now contradicts Lemma 
5.13. 

Case 3. Suppose E —» F —> 0 is r-slope-semistable, but that there exists a 
quotient E" with i$(E",F") = i$(E,F), TkF"/TkE" ^ vkF/ikE, and 
p(E",j) < p(E,j) for j large. Then as in (5.16) we can write 

Then we have: 

W + M + Tr^\ p(E", k) = (kkA + M + T^P) p(E, k) 

/',,        ,,       rkF\ / rkF"       rkF\    A;""1 

rk^y V rkS"       rkE^ (n - 1) 

-(n-l)^C(in|^^+0(*-). 

The coefficient of kn 1/(n — 1)! in the last three terms is: 

f/,,       rkF        .A / rkF       rkF"\     ,    .       ,_/W.rkE',| 
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By assumption, vkF/ikE - xkF"/ xkE" > 0, so in particular, 

rk£" /  rkF       rkF"\        rkF'       rkF r 
— T ,  „..    = r———- — r——— > 

ikE' \ rkE       rkE")        xkE'       xkE " (rkE)2 ' 

By the choice (5.9) ofM, the coefficient of kn-ll(n-l)\ is < -rk^'/rk^' < 
0. Thus for K large, we again have a contradiction to Lemma 5.13. 

Case 4. Suppose there exists a quotient E" of E with ^{E'^F") < 
fJ>T(E, F). We may assume that the E" vary in a bounded family. Then we 
also assume K has been chosen such that /i0(£J,/ ® AK) = ^(JE" ® .A^). By 
noting the coefficient of K71-1 and choosing K larger if necessary, we may 
further assume that 

({KkA + M)rkE + TrkF) x{E" ® AK) 

< {{KkA + M) rk E" + r rk F") x{E ® A^) . 

But this now contradicts Lemma 5.13. This completes the statement about 
semistability. The statement about stability follows as in Case 1 above.   □ 

5.3. Moduli space construction. 

Corollary 5.20. Let 9Jtr = ffflrihEyhp) denote the GIT quotient of QK. 
Then 9JlT is a projective scheme. The closed points of WlT represent equiv- 
alence classes of r-Gieseker semistable quotients, where (E,F) ~ (E'^F') if 
gr(E,F)~gr(E',F'). 

Proof Since QK is projective, the first result follows from [GIT]. For the 
second result, note that given a semistable quotient E -» F -> 0, then by 
scaling the extensions in the Jordan-Holder filtration Proposition 2.12, one 
finds as in [S2] that the orbit of gr(E,F) is contained in the closure of the 
orbit of E -* F -* 0. Hence, if gr(E,F) = g^E'.F') the closures of the 
orbits of (25, F) and (E'.F') intersect. Conversely, the orbit of gr(E,F) is 
closed. This follows from simplicity Proposition 2.11. □ 
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